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Summer
Made Simple

- Easy Grilled Dinners
- Simple, Stylish Parties
- Quick Patio Updates

Breezy Casual Rooms
(Indoors & Out)

Cooking with Chiles:
Mild to Wild
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A Real
Breakthrough
Removing a wall opens a kitchen
to bright new possibilities.
by kathy barnes | photos michael partenio
produced by anna molvik

This peninsula
doubles as the back of
a new banquette, one
of the features Hope
Simkowitz gained in
her kitchen remodel.
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nly one thing stood between Hope Simkowitz and
her perfect kitchen: a wall. Separating the kitchen
from the dining area and family room, it made the
cooking space feel small, dark, and cutoff. “It was
claustrophobic,” Hope says.
But it could be fixed. Hope, an interior designer, devised a plan
to tear out the wall and replace it with a peninsula. One side is a
banquette for cozy dining, and the other offers plenty of counter
space for meal prep. The kitchen also gained streams of sunlight
and a sense of connection to the dining/family space.
Hope enhanced the link between the rooms by removing carpet
in the family room and using new hardwood flooring throughout
the cooking and gathering spaces. Painting walls and cabinets the
same soft white brings even more continuity.
Now, the dark spot in Hope and husband Harold’s Waccabuc,
New York, home has become the shining star. “This is very much
the heart of the house, both in where it’s located and now in how
we use it,” Hope says. “We spend all our daylight hours here
because it’s so sunny. It just makes you feel good to be here.”

Without the passthrough wall, the
kitchen feels more
connected to the
dining area, right.
A closet next to
the banquette, left,
was converted into
a wet bar for
entertaining ease.
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Reworked shelving
next to the fireplace,
left, accommodates a
flat-panel television.
Moving the sink to one
side of the peninsula,
below, created a long
stretch of countertop
and a spot for a builtin microwave.
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“Neutrals are the
easiest to live with for
the longest amount
of time. I like to add
little pops of color as
an accent, but I always
gravitate toward
soothing colors.”
resources

SOME PRODUCTS SHOWN EDITORIALLY IN BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS ® MAGAZINE CAN BE OBTAINED LOCALLY. FOR MORE INFORMATION OR DEALER LOCATIONS, CONTACT
MANUFACTURERS LISTED. Designer—Hope Simkowitz LLC; 914/763-3346; info@hsimkowitz.com. Cabinetry design—Hope Simkowitz LLC; info@hsimkowitz.com. Cabinet
installation—Frank Pasquariello; 203/746-1108. Refrigerator—Sub-Zero/Wolf; subzero-wolf.com. Range and hood—Viking Range Corp.; vikingrange.com. Microwave—
kitchenaid.com. Dishwasher—Miele; miele.com. Apron-front sink—kohler.com. Faucet—Newport Brass; newportbrass.com. Dining table—Great Windsor Chairs;
greatwindsorchairs.com. Dining chairs—Guy Chaddock & Co.; guychaddock.com. Blue pillows—westelm.com. Fabric for banquette and chair cushions Catwalk—LuLu DK;
luludk.com. Wicker tray—crateandbarrel.com. Teapot light blue porcelain, cups on tray white porcelain, white vase on counter—Middle Kingdom; for retail information
middlekingdomporcelain.com. Brown linen napkins, pot on range Iittala casserole—Blue Cashew Kitchen Pharmacy; bluecashewkitchen.com. Blue egg holder, blueberry
container ceramic—anthropologie.com. TV—Sony; sony.com. Upholstered chair—Baker Furniture; bakerfurniture.com. Fabric for upholstered chair Chant—LuLuDK; luludk.com.
Pillow on upholstered chair Cluster—Judy Ross Textiles; judyrosstextiles.com. Throw on sofa—westelm.com. Items not sourced—vintage, discontinued, or source unknown. n
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Hope Simkowitz

